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Executive Summary

1. Executive Summary
This report is the result of surveys and analysis by NTTDATA-CERT on quarterly global
trends from its own perspective based on cybersecurity-related information collected during
the period.

EC-CUBE’s Cross-Site Scripting Vulnerabilities
In May 2021, EC-CUBE CO., LTD. revealed multiple cross-site scripting vulnerabilities. It
has been confirmed that two of the vulnerabilities have already been exploited to make
Stored XSS attacks. The attacker enters a malicious script in a data entry form on the EC
site to store it in its database. When the administrator operates the administration screen,
these vulnerabilities can be exploited to execute the malicious script. As a result, the attacker
may steal authentication information, install a WebShell with which they can operate remotely
and steal credit card information. NTT DATA proposes that administrators and developers of
EC sites using EC-CUBE apply update programs and check for attacks and damage
immediately.

Attacks against Mercari’s Software Supply Chain
Mercari, Inc., which operates the flea market application “Mercari, ”revealed in May 2021
that a third party had gained unauthorized access to its website, resulting in leakage of the
company’s customer information and other data to an external environment. One of the
distinctive feature of the incident is that the attacker attacked Mercari’s software supply chain
and invaded its multiple systems in stages. This document explains how the attacker
managed to invade the systems and what countermeasures should be taken to prevent such
invasion into development environments.

Data Breach
Net Marketing Co. Ltd. revealed that fraudulent access was gained to the server that
managed Omiai, a matchmaking application helping its users find a boyfriend/girlfriend and
future husband/wife. Information about up to 1,711,756 users leaked, including image data
of their driver’s licenses, health insurance cards, passports and Individual Number Cards.
This document explains the social impact of leakage of massive ID image data from the
perspective of the reliability of an identity verification method using eKYC.
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Outlook
There is a growing trend among countries affected by cyberattacks to name and criticize
the countries involved in the attacker groups and their crimes. It is believed that such a trend
will encourage state-sponsored attacker groups to further hide their identity information in
order to prevent the involved countries from being exposed.
There is also the possibility that the cyberattacks coincided with the spread of the
coronavirus. If COVID-19 worsens again and vaccine booster shots are required, there will
be phishing attacks that exploit vaccination information. However, if we move on to the postCOVID world in the current state, it is predicted that there will be attacks on the
pharmaceutical and healthcare industries, leisure-related phishing attacks, attacks targeting
new businesses and investments and attacks on other wealthy industries in the post-COVID
world.
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2. Featured Topics
2.1. EC-CUBE’s Cross-Site Scripting
Vulnerabilities
On April 28, 2021 (U.S. time), Trend Micro released a blog about “Water Pamola,” which
was an attack campaign targeting online shops by placing fraudulent orders [1]. The
company had been following the attack campaign named “Water Pamola” since 2019.
Originally, Water Pamola penetrated online shops in Japan, Australia and European
countries via spam mails containing malicious attachments. At the beginning of 2020,
however, Water Pamola changed its attack approach and has been making cross-site
scripting attacks ever since by using malicious scripts, rather than spam mails, as shown in
Figure1. The victims of the malicious scripts are mainly in Japan. Therefore, it can be
surmised that Water Pamola is targeting online shops in Japan.

Figure1: Flow of Water Pamola Attack [1]
The results of an investigation conducted on an invaded EC site in 2021 found 35 credit
card data breaches caused by unauthorized access. Figure2 shows the EC platforms used
for the 35 breaches. It is predicted that the attacker may target EC-CUBE, which is used to
build many EC sites.
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Figure2: Names and Versions of Penetrated EC Site Platforms
This document describes the new vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE that have been revealed
since May 2021 to provide details of the vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE and the attack methods
that exploit its vulnerabilities. The document also proposes security countermeasures that
should be taken by EC site administrators using EC-CUBE.

2.1.1. Vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE
Vulnerabilities of the main unit of EC-CUBE
Regarding EC-CUBE’s cross-site scripting vulnerability (CVE-2021-20717) [3], ECCUBE CO.,LTD. released an awareness raising article on May 7, 2021 [4]. Then,
JPCERT/CC also released an awareness raising article on the same vulnerability on May 10
[5]. Information about the vulnerability is summarized in Table1.
The attacker exploits the vulnerability to enter a malicious script in a certain data entry field.
When the administrator of the EC site operates a certain administration screen, the malicious
script entered by the attacker is executed. If the malicious script is executed, the attack is
successful and the attacker may gain unauthorized access to the EC site and steal credit
card information. EC-CUBE CO.,LTD. confirms that there have already been several attacks
exploiting the vulnerability.

Table1: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20717) [6]
Date published
CVE number
CVSS score
CVSS metrics
Affected products
Vulnerability type

May 7, 2021
CVE-2021-20717
6.1
CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N
EC-CUBE 4.0.0 to 4.0.5
Cross-site scripting (Stored XSS)
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On June 10, 2021, EC-CUBE CO.,LTD. published EC-CUBE’s cross-site scripting
vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-20750 and CVE-2021-20751) [7] [8]. Information about the
vulnerabilities is summarized in Table2 and Table3.
Both CVE-2021-20750 and CVE-2021-20751 are vulnerabilities to Reflected XSS. The
attacker directs the administrator or a user of the EC site to a fake site and makes them
perform a certain operation. If the administrator or a user of a vulnerable site that uses ECCUBE performs a certain operation on the site, a malicious script is executed on the
administrator or user’s web browser. If the attack is successful, the attacker may steal
cookies from the user’s browser and collect their credit card information or authentication
information by means of a data entry form using HTML tags.

Table2: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20750) [9]
Date published

June 10, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20750

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

・EC-CUBE 3.0.0 to 3.0.18-p2
・EC-CUBE 4.0.0 to 4.0.5-p1

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Reflected XSS)

Table3: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20751) [9]
Date published

June 10, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20751

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

EC-CUBE 4.0.0 to 4.0.5-p1

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Reflected XSS)

Vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE plugins
On June 15, 2021, JPCERT/CC released awareness raising articles on cross-site scripting
vulnerabilities of several plugins for EC-CUBE 3.0 [10]. Information about the vulnerabilities
is summarized in Table4, Table5, Table6 and Table7.
Both CVE-2021-20735 and CVE-2021-20742 are vulnerabilities to Stored XSS. When
these vulnerabilities are exploited, the attacker enters a malicious script in a data entry field
on the EC-CUBE order screen, instead of order information, and then the entered script is
stored in EC-CUBE’s order database. When the administrator of EC-CUBE operates the
administration screen for a certain EC-CUBE plugin such as the delivery slip No. plugin, the
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malicious script is read from the order database, along with the order information, and
processed on the administrator’s web browser. Then, the malicious script is executed.
JPCERT/CC has already detected some attacks exploiting CVE-2021-20735.

Table4: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20735) [11]
Date published

June 15, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20735

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

・Delivery slip No. plugin (3.0)
1.0.10 and earlier versions
・Delivery slip No. csv batch registration plugin (3.0)
1.0.8 and earlier versions
・Delivery slip No. email plugin (3.0)
1.0.8 and earlier versions

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Stored XSS)

Table5: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20742) [12]
Date published

June 15, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20742

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

・Plugin for EC-CUBE 3.0 “Form output plugin”
Versions before 1.0.1
(Environments in EC-CUBE 3.0.0 to 3.0.8 only)

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Stored XSS)

On the other hand, CVE-2021-20743 and CVE-2021-20744 are vulnerabilities to Reflected
XSS. The attacker prepares a modified page in advance, directs a user or the administrator
to the page and makes them execute a certain operation. Then, a malicious script is executed
on the browser of the user or administrator who used this certain vulnerable EC-CUBE plugin.
If the attack is successful, they may access a phishing site or download a malicious program
from a fake site and infect their company’s environment.
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Table6: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20743) [12]
Date published

June 15, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20743

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

・Plugin for EC-CUBE 3.0 “Newsletter management plugin”
Versions before 1.0.4
(Environments in EC-CUBE 3.0.0 to 3.0.8 only)

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Reflected XSS)

Table7: Information about Vulnerability (CVE-2021-20744) [12]
Date published

June 15, 2021

CVE number

CVE-2021-20744

CVSS score

6.1

CVSS metrics

CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:L/I:L/A:N

Affected products

・Plugin for EC-CUBE 3.0 “Category content plugin”
Versions before 1.0.1
(Environments in EC-CUBE 3.0.0 to 3.0.8 only)

Vulnerability type

Cross-site scripting (Reflected XSS)

2.1.2. Reflected XSS and Stored XSS
The several EC-CUBE vulnerabilities described in 2.1.1 are divided into two types of crosssite scripting vulnerabilities: Reflected XSS and Stored XSS. Each type has its own attack
methods. This section describes Reflected XSS and Stored XSS.
As shown in Figure3, vulnerabilities to cross-site scripting (XSS) can be classified into
three types: Reflected XSS, Stored XSS and DOM Based XSS.
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Figure3: XSS Types

[13]

In typical Reflected XSS, the attacker prepares a fake site. First, the attacker sets up a
fake site containing a malicious script. Then, the attacker sends the target user an email
containing a URL to the fake site and directs the user to the fake site. When the user
accesses the fake site, the malicious script is sent to the user as its response and executed
on the user’s web browser. The executed malicious script steals cookie information and
authentication information from the browser.
In Stored XSS, on the other hand, the attacker sends a character string containing a
malicious script to a web server, as shown in Figure4. Then, the character string is stored in
the web server or its database. When the user accesses the website, the character string
stored in the web server or database is output. As a vulnerability exists in the character string
output/display process, the character string is executed on the browser as a malicious script.
This malicious script downloads malware, etc. and executes it on the user’s device.
If the user notices a phishing email or other data received from the attacker and does not
follow its guidance, Reflected XSS does not cause any concern such as clicking on a
suspicious URL and receiving a Reflected XSS attack. In Stored XSS, on the other hand,
there is no suspicious event such as a phishing email. When the user simply displays website
information as usual, the malicious script is automatically executed on the user’s browser. It
is believed that since Stored XSS is a more concealed attack method involving no screen
transitions on the web browser, it is more difficult to detect the execution of a malicious script
and its damage can spread more easily.
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Figure4:

Stored XSS Attack Flow

[14]

2.1.3. Explanation of Example of Attack Exploiting ECCUBE Vulnerabilities
As described in 2.1, Trend Micro detected an attack activity by Water Pamola, which made
a cross-site scripting attack on the EC site. JPCERT/CC also confirmed similar attacks. On
July 6, 2021, JPCERT/CC released a blog post that explained attacks exploiting EC-CUBE
vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-20717 and CVE-2021-20735 ) [15]. The flow of an XSS attack
on EC-CUBE vulnerabilities (CVE-2021-20717 and CVE-2021-20735) is shown in Figure5.

Figure5: Flow of XSS Attack
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The attacker enters a character string containing a malicious script, as shown in Figure6,
in an order form on the EC site that was created using EC-CUBE, which has vulnerabilities,
and then executes the purchasing process (① in Figure5). Normally, even if a character
string contains a malicious script, sanitization is performed to prevent the script from being
executed unintentionally. On a site using EC-CUBE 4.0, where CVE-2021-20717 exists, the
sanitization is disabled. As a result, the character string containing the malicious script is
stored in EC-CUBE’s database as is.

Figure6: Order Details Targeting XSS in Multiple Data Entry Fields [15]
Next, the administrator of the EC site accesses the administration screen for EC-CUBE
and displays details of the order (② in Figure5). Then, the character string containing the
malicious script is read from EC-CUBE’s database and displayed as a script on the
administration screen.
This vulnerability may also exist in a site using a plugin for EC-CUBE 3.0 where sanitization
is implemented. As the html_entity_decode function is used in certain plugins for EC-CUBE
3.0, the character string converted through sanitization is changed back to the original
malicious character string that can be executed as a script, and then output to the web
browser. When the EC site administrator views the order on the administration screen as
usual, using the corresponding plugin feature, the malicious script is executed on the
administrator’s device. The attacker’s malicious script steals the authentication information
of the administrator and sends it to the attacker’s administration server. Then, the attacker
uses the stolen authentication information to log in to the EC site and install a WebShell (③
and ④ in Figure5). The attacker operates the EC site via the installed WebShell remotely
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and steals credit card information, as shown in Figure7, until the WebShell is found and
removed. (⑤ and ⑥ in Figure5)

Figure7: Flow of Stealing Credit Card Information, etc.

[15]

2.1.4. Proposals for Security Countermeasures to
Administrators of EC-CUBE Sites
Check your version of EC-CUBE according to the version check procedure [16] provided
by EC-CUBE CO.,LTD. and fix the vulnerabilities of the applicable version as described in
(1) below. If you are using a product of any vulnerable version, be sure to perform (2)
Checking for attacks and (3) Checking for damage as well.
Checking your version and fixing its vulnerabilities
1 If you use EC-CUBE4.0,
Update EC-CUBE4.0 to the latest version, “EC-CUBE 4.0.6-p1” [17]. If you
customized the source code for the main unit of EC-CUBE, reflect the fixing difference
in the code.
Once it is updated to the latest version, CVE-2021-20750 and CVE-2021-20751 will
be fixed, including CVE-2021-20717. For a detailed fixing method, refer to the
vulnerability page [8], which was released by EC-CUBE CO.,LTD.
2 If you use EC-CUBE 3.0,
(a)
Fixing vulnerabilities of the main unit of EC-CUBE 3.0
Apply the fixing patches for EC-CUBE 3.0. If you customized the source code for
the main unit of EC-CUBE, reflect the fixing difference in the code.
For a detailed fixing method, refer to the vulnerability page [7], which was
released by EC-CUBE CO.,LTD.
(b)

If you use an ETUNA plugin related to delivery slip No.
There have already been some attacks exploiting the vulnerabilities. If you use
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any of the affected plugins listed in Table8, update it to the latest version immediately.

Table8: How to Update ETUNA Plugins
Affected plugin
Delivery slip No. plugin
(3.0)
Delivery slip No. csv
batch registration plugin
(3.0)
Delivery slip No. email
plugin (3.0)

Updating method
Update it to 1.0.11 or a later version [18].
Update it to 1.0.9 or a later version [19].

Update it to 1.0.9 or a later version [20].

(c)
If you use an EC-CUBE plugin
There have already been some attacks exploiting the vulnerabilities. If you use any
of the affected plugins listed in Table9, update it to the latest version immediately.

Table9: How to Update EC-CUBE Plugins
Affected plugin
Form output plugin
Newsletter management
plugin
Category content plugin

Updating method
Update it to 1.0.1 or a later version [21].
Update it to 1.0.4 or a later version [22].
Update it to 1.0.1 or a later version [23].

(d)
If you develop a plugin for EC-CUBE
EC-CUBE CO.,LTD. provides a sample plugin called “category content plugin” to
developers of plugins for EC-CUBE 3.0
[24]. Since the plugin uses the
http_entity_code function, cross-site scripting attacks may be launched by converting
sanitized data back into an executable script and outputting it, as described in 2.1.3.
Check if the developed plugin uses the html_entity_decode function. If it does, refer to
the EC-CUBE fixing method [25] to fix the source code.
The latest version of the category content plugin (1.0.1) was released on June 14, 2021
[26]. If an old version was used to develop a plugin in the past and EC-CUBE 3.0.0 to 3.0.8
is currently used, there may be some impact.
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Checking for attacks
These vulnerabilities exist in all versions of EC-CUBE 3.0 series and 4.0. series.
Several plugins that are used frequently also contain vulnerabilities. As attackers actively
attacked online shops that had these vulnerabilities in Japan, some of them are likely to
have already been attacked. After fixing the vulnerabilities, be sure to check whether
there has been an attack. If you receive a Stored XSS attack that exploits a vulnerability
such as CVE-2021-20717, the attacker has entered ”<script>”, which is a character
string that can be converted into a script, into a data entry field such as a name, address
or company name of databases related to a customer, order or delivery, and then stored
it. In that case, “<” and “>” have been sanitized and replaced by character strings of “&lt;”
and “&gt;”. Search the database for the character string “&lt;script&gt;”. If an
investigation is made via the administration screen, an attempted attack may be
executed. Therefore, search the database directly or investigate the bodies of the order
emails remaining in the Mail Box.
Checking for damage
If any sign of an attack is detected, separate the EC-CUBE system from the network
immediately and contact the security manager quickly. JPCERT/CC releases the IPs
and domains of attackers or the SHA256 hash values of the files used for attacks [5].
Use the information to investigate details of any damage caused by the attacker. If a
WebShell is installed on the EC site or any sign of communication from the EC site to a
suspicious IP address or domain is detected, it is likely that credit card information has
been stolen or other damage has been caused. Handle the incident by notifying the
affected customers of fraudulent use of their credit cards, reporting the incident to
information security organizations or authorities, and so forth.

2.1.5. Conclusion
This section described the new vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE that were revealed in 2021 and
attack methods exploiting the vulnerabilities. Of the revealed vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE,
CVE-2021-20717 and CVE-2021-20717, which are vulnerabilities to Stored XSS, have been
exploited to make attacks. Administrators of EC sites using EC-CUBE are requested to check
their version immediately.
EC-CUBE is easily targeted by attackers and attack campaign of the Water Pamola is also
targeting vulnerabilities of EC-CUBE in Japan. If you are using a vulnerable version in which
an attack has been made before, you may have already received an attack. If you detect an
attack or any sign of damage, block the network of the EC site and notify your customers
immediately to minimize its damage.
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2.2. Attacks against Mercari’s Software Supply
Chain
2.2.1. Overview of the Incident
Mercari, Inc. (hereinafter “Mercari”), which operates the flea market application “Mercari,”
revealed in May 2021 that a third party had made unauthorized access to its website,
resulting in leakage of the company’s customer information and other data to an external
environment [27]. One of the characteristics of this incident is that the attack targeted a
software supply chain by making unauthorized access to a third-party code coverage tool
called “Codecov” as its springboard. This section explains how the attacker managed to
invade several systems and what countermeasures should be taken to prevent such invasion.

2.2.2. Three-Step Attack on Software Supply Chain
Mercari’s system development environment
First, this section describes the system environment where the incident occurred.
Mercari’s systems were developed in a continuous integration environment (CI
environment) shown in Figure 8). Codecov and other code coverage tools visualize how
much the testing of a source code that is being developed is completed. It is believed
that in Mercari’s system development environment, Codecov was used to test
applications that were being developed in the CI environment and their tested source
codes were stored in GitHub. It is also surmised that the production environment was
isolated from the CI environment in terms of the network.
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Figure 8: Mercari’s System Development Environment [27]
Explanation of the three-step attack on the software supply chain
This section describes the attacks made during the incident, based on the information
released by Mercari and Codecov.
1

Attack on Codecov
The attacker exploited an error in the process of creating Docker images on the
Codecov system and stole authentication information about the authority to rewrite the
Codecov Bash Uploader script. After January 31, 2021 (U.S. time), the attacker used
the stolen authentication information to falsify the Codecov Bash Uploaderscript [28].
The Bash Uploader script is used by Codecov customers to send reports on test results
(code coverage reports) to the Codecov platform. Once a report is sent to the Codecov
platform, test results can be merged and analyzed results can be obtained.

2

Obtaining information from the CI environment
The falsified Bash Uploaderscript was modified so as to obtain and send
authentication information about Codecov users to the attacker. When Mercari’s
developer downloaded the falsified Bash Uploader script to Mercari’s CI environment
and executed it in order to send a code coverage report, the authentication information
and other data that the developer was using in the CI environment was sent to the
attacker. As the leaked information contained the authentication information that
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Mercari used to log in to GitHub, the range of the attacker’s invasion reached as far as
the GitHub environment.
3

Attack on Github
On April 22, GitHub detected suspicious activity related to Codecov. On April 23, the
company notified Mercari that some of the source codes stored in GitHub might have
been affected by the falsified Bash Uploader script. In response, Mercari investigated
its repository logs on GitHub and discovered that GitHub had received unauthorized
access. The repository stored the source codes that constituted Mercari’s applications,
and the source codes contained customer information and other data. The attacker
stole the source codes stored in the repository, and information about 27,927
customers in total leaked. (This includes the additional information released on August
6, 2021 [29].)
Impact of the incident
According to the results of an investigation conducted by Mercari, some of the information
that leaked from GitHub is as shown below. What should be noted is that the leaked
information was quite old.
1.

Some of the source codes for Mercari (including the U.S. version of Mercari and
services provided in the past) and Merpay that were stored in GitHub
2. Account transfer data and inquiry data of Mercari’s customers that was contained
in the above source codes (including personal information)
⚫ Information about money transfers of proceeds into customers’ accounts that
were executed between August 5, 2013 and January 20, 2014 (bank code,
branch code, account number, account holder (in kana), transferred amount):
17,085 cases
⚫ Information about customer service responses between November 2015 and
January 2018 (name, address, email address, phone number, inquiry details):
217 cases
⚫ Information about events held in May 2013 (name, age, gender, email address):
6 cases
⚫ Information about customer service responses between December 2015 and
February 2019 (name, address, birthday, transaction message): 13 cases
(additional information released on August 6, 2021 [29])
3. Information about some partners of Mercari and Merpay that was contained in the
above source codes:
⚫ Merpay partner information (names of individual owner-managers): 7,925 cases
⚫ Information about partners of Mercari and Merpay (name, birthday, organization,
email address, etc.): 41 cases
⚫ Personal information of some employees of Mercari, Inc. (including its
subsidiaries) (names, company email addresses, employee ID, phone numbers,
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⚫

birthdays and other information about some employees as of April 2021;
*including past employees and some external subcontractors): 2,615 cases
Personal information of some employees of Mercari, Inc. (including its
subsidiaries) (names, company email addresses, employee ID and other
information about some employees as of April 2021; *including past employees
and some external subcontractors): 25 cases (additional information released on
August 6, 2021 [29])

The information leaked in the incident contained very old information such as “Information
about money transfers of proceeds into customers’ accounts that were executed between
August 5, 2013 and January 20, 2014.” According to Mercari’s policy, customer information
should not be stored in GitHub. In the past, however, there were some operational breaches
[30]. As indicated above, storing confidential information that is not required for the operation
in a system incurs the risk of information breaches, when unauthorized access is made.

2.2.3. Attacker’s aim
In this incident, the attacker attacked a third-party product in use as a springboard to steal
authentication information from GitHub. As a result, customers’ personal information, account
information and other data leaked from GitHub.
However, was the attacker’s original aim really to steal the personal information stored in
GitHub? Although this is pure supposition, the attacker probably didn’t aim to steal massive
personal information from GitHub since massive personal or account information generally
are not stored in GitHub, and Mercari, Inc. also has a rule that stipulates that personal
information and authentication information should not be stored in GitHub. It is surmised that
as shown in the example of the attack on “EC-CUBE” described in Past Quarterly Report on
Global Security Trends (1st Quarter of 2019 [31]), the attacker’s original aim was to steal
credit card information by entering the production environment of an EC-related system,
falsifying a front-end online site and embedding a malicious program into it.
Fortunately, the Mercari incident did not result in any damage such as invasion of the
production environment by the attacker or impact of the falsified program on the service in
operation [27] [32]. While how Mercari, Inc. prevented the attack is unknown, the next
section explains what countermeasures should be taken in response to software supply chain
attacks like this incident.
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2.2.4. Countermeasures
In the SolarWinds incident, which was described in Quarterly Report on Global Security
Trends in the 3rd Quarter of 2020 [33], several companies that used Orion Platform, a
popular piece of operation monitoring software, trusted its developer, SolarWinds, Inc, and
downloaded and installed an update program falsified by an attacker. As a result, the attacker
entered their systems and caused damage. As experienced in the incidents at SolarWinds,
Inc and Mercari, Inc., a software supply chain attack can still occur, even if you use a software
application supplied by a developer that is trusted by other user companies.
Supply chain attacks are divided into organizationally-linked supply chain attacks, which
go through sales channels, and software supply chain attacks. Countermeasures against
each type of attack are complex, as both involve several different organizations. The US’s
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) published SP800-161, a document
related to the risk management of supply chains, and is now revising the document in
response to Presidential Decree No.13873. The European Union Agency for Cybersecurity
(ENISA) published Threat Landscape for Supply Chain Attacks, which provides the analysis
results of 24 supply chain attacks and their solutions. This report describes solutions to
supply chain attacks by dividing such attacks into those designed for user companies and
those designed for developers. The following are some of the countermeasures designed for
user companies.
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

Monitor risks and threats concerning supply chains, based on internal and external
sources of information as well as the knowledge acquired through the monitoring
and reviewing of suppler performance
Manage suppliers through the whole lifecycles of products or services, including
products or components that are no longer produced or supported
Classify the assets and information that are shared by suppliers or can be accessed
by suppliers, and define appropriate procedures for accessing and handling them
Incorporate all of these obligations and requirements into contracts and agree on
subcontracting rules and potentially linked requirements
Ensure that suppliers and service providers guarantee that neither hidden features
nor backdoors are contained intentionally
Define processes that manage changes in contracts with suppliers, such as
changes in tools and technologies

It is ideal to implement these countermeasures thoroughly. However, even the
implementation of the above extracted countermeasures is not so easy. It will probably be
very difficult to cover all of the countermeasures at once. Therefore, the initial mandatory
countermeasure is to prevent the production environment from being penetrated, as
demonstrated in Mercari’s incident. The first step is to limit the channels connected to the
production environment to prevent attackers from entering the production environment and
use multi-factor authentication to prevent spoofing. The second step is to prevent falsified
source codes from being released. Even if attackers are prevented from entering the
production environment, source codes can still be falsified, if the attackers are already inside
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GitHub. If a malicious process designed to steal information about online banking or credit
cards is embedded into source code in the repository, not only old account information, but
also the latest account information and security codes for credit cards may be stolen, which
will result in larger damage. As the automation of development advances, falsified source
codes will be released automatically. In many cases, they will not be noticed until the actual
damage occurs. It is necessary to check for falsified source code and malicious code before
code release.

2.2.5. Conclusion
In Mercari’s incident, a software supply chain attack was made to target Codecov, a
relatively new cloud service for developers, and the attacker attacked the development
environments of users of the service, one after another, in order to enter them. It is believed
that the attacker made attacks, assuming a configuration in which multiple development
cloud services were connected to the development environment and the production
environment. For development models using continuous integration (CI) or continuous
deployment (CD), their building, testing and releasing processes are more automated. If an
attacker embeds malicious code into them to exploit the production environment, it is difficult
to prevent and notice their attempt in advance.
If your security check mechanism for source codes fails to detect malicious code, as
described in “2.2.4 Countermeasures,” the key point for preventing the spread of its damage
is how quickly you can respond to the incident after noticing that you have or may have been
attacked. In Mercari’s incident, Codecov revealed an incident of unauthorized access by a
third party on April 15. The following day (April 16), Mercari initialized (disabled and replaced)
the authentication information stored in the CI environment as its primary response. If the
investigation of the invasion of GitHub and the CI environment, which were linked to Codecov,
had been started at that point, the invasion could have been detected earlier and the initial
response could have been taken earlier than the start of the response made after being
contacted by GitHub on April 23. When you notice that your system may have been attacked,
the first step of your incident response should be to investigate the incident as far as the
destinations linked/connected to the attacked system, find any signs of the attack and identify
the range of its damage accurately. Mercari’s initial response was relatively quick and it
should be used as a good reference, as there are many cases in which such an opportunity
cannot be used effectively and there is a delay in detecting and responding to the incident.
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3. Data Breach
On May 21, 2021, Net Marketing Co. Ltd. revealed that fraudulent access was made from
an external environment to the server that managed Omiai, a matchmaking application
helping its users find a boyfriend/girlfriend and future husband/wife. Information submitted
for age verification leaked, including image data of their driver’s licenses, health insurance
cards, passports and Individual Number Cards [34] [35]. This chapter describes the risk of
exploitation of leaked ID image data, including driver’s licenses, by malicious third parties in
terms of eKYC, which was introduced in the Outlook section of the Quarterly Report for the
4th quarter of 2020, and each of the articles in the Act on Prevention of Transfer of Criminal
Proceeds, which regulates eKYC.

3.1. Omiai Data Breach
Image data in age verification documents submitted by up to 1,711,756 people leaked from
Omiai, which was operated by Net Marketing Co. Ltd. Omiai verified the ages of its applicants
by using their driver’s license and other ID image data in accordance with the Act on
Regulation on Soliciting Children by Using Opposite Sex Introducing Service on Internet
(Online Dating Site Act).” For that reason, the ID image data stored in Omiai has the following
characteristics:
⚫ Face photos of people aged 18 and over
⚫ Highly reliable public ID cards
⚫ High-resolution data captured by smartphones
It was an unprecedented incident of a personal data breach in which high-resolution image
data on such highly reliable public ID cards leaked and affected over 1 million people. If a
malicious attacker manages to obtain the highly reliable public ID data of over 1 million people,
what criminal acts do they commit by exploiting such data?
For example, since people aged 18 and over fall into the category of working ages, the
attacker can identify contact details of their target, based on the target’s image data, and
commit fraud to steal assets owned by the target. Also, when the attacker has the highresolution image data of over 1 million people, which is obtained from highly reliable public
ID cards, the attacker may be able to forge ID cards and pretend to be the target. According
to the released information, driver’s licenses accounted for about 60% of the leaked image
data, which affected about 1 million people. Driver’s licenses are often used as ID cards for
identity verification. It is likely that you have also presented your driver’s license before to
verify your identification to someone, when receiving your mail or a delivery, issuing a
membership card at a retailer, etc. The identity verification method using ID cards is also
becoming a common method of identity verification for Omiai and other online services. The
following section examines how the society may be affected , if high-resolution image data
on ID cards can be exploited.
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3.2. Unauthorized Use of Leaked Image Data
on ID Cards
3.2.1. eKYC Standard
The existing identity verification method using ID cards is becoming more common as a
method used when applying for an online service. As online services such as cloud services
become more common among users, more users also want to complete their account
verification online. However, when identity verification is completed online, can the identity of
the applicant really be verified? Wouldn’t the reliability of the verification be a concern?
Companies providing online services will probably not issue accounts, unless proper identity
verification is ensured. If suspicious users can disguise their identity and create fake
accounts, online service providers will face serious problems such as the use of accounts for
their online services in crimes and a failure to collect usage fees.
What is identity verification? The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) defines
that it can be established in two ways: “identity proofing,” which confirms the existence of a
certain user, and “authentication,” which confirms that the user is actually performing a
certain operation [10]. For details, refer to “2.1.2. What is identity verification?” in the
Quarterly Report for the 2nd quarter of 2020, which provides a detailed explanation. eKYC
(electronic Know Your Customer) is an identity verification mechanism that uses ID cards to
perform online or other non-face-to-face verification. As FinTech became more common, its
identity verification procedure was regarded as a problem when opening accounts at online
banks and online securities companies. On November 30, 2018, the Act on Prevention of
Transfer of Criminal Proceeds was amended so as to allow for online identity verification
using a non-face-to-face method. The main characteristic of eKYC is that it allows the user
to use a PC browser or smartphone application to complete their identity verification quickly,
completely online. eKYC improves the convenience of applicants by shortening the time
required for their identity verification and simplifying its procedure. It also allows service
providers to make the operation of identity verification more efficient and reduce the identity
verification cost. However, while the online-completed procedure makes the operation faster
and more convenient, it also seems to allow for some risk of spoofing using sophisticatedly
forged ID cards [36].
When the Act on Prevention of Transfer of Criminal Proceeds (hereinafter “Criminal
Proceeds Act”) was amended, a standard for eKYC was provided in Article 6-1-1. Based on
the description of eKYC, its characteristics are summarized in Table10. The Criminal
Proceeds Act classifies eKYC into four categories.
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Table10: eKYC Standard [37] [38] [39] [40]
Clause

Type

Identity verification
method

Resistance to
forged ID card

Service using
each method
・Bank
・Securities

E

Selfie
upload

Photo of ID card +
Photo of face

△ Spoofing may
be successful

company
・Consumer
finance company
・Communication
carrier

F

G

Federation

M

Reading of IC chip +
Photo of face

◎ Spoofing is
difficult

Some banks

1. Photo of ID card +
Query about customer
information to bank, etc.
/ Credit card verification

○ Spoofing can be
successful with
some conditions
(if bank account
is available)

Credit card

2. Reading of IC chip +
Query about customer
information to bank, etc.
/ Credit card verification

◎ Spoofing is
difficult

Public personal
authentication / Use of
Individual Number Card
(reading of IC chip)

◎ Spoofing is
difficult

・e-Tax
・Some securities
companies
・Some payment
settlement
applications

Currently, Type-E is the most common and also used to open bank accounts online.
However, identity verification using the Type-E method is the most vulnerable to spoofing
using forged ID cards. Some banks use the Type-F method by reading IC chips, which is a
securer method. For example, a driver’s license with an IC card can be verified by comparing
the information stored in the chip with the information entered online. Even if the face of the
card is forged, it can be detected by using the correct information obtained from the IC chip.
It is a securer method.
Credit card companies use Type-G methods. Depending on the identity proofing method
used, Type-G methods are further divided into two patterns as shown in Table10: 1. Photo of
ID card and 2. Reading of IC chip. Like Type-F, the method based on “2. Reading of IC chip
+ Query about customer information to bank, etc.“ is securer than the method based on “1.
Photo of ID card + Query about customer information to bank, etc.” For example, when this
method is used to screen an applicant who is applying for a credit card, their identity is verified
by comparing the information entered upon the application with the information that is already
registered to the bank, including the applicant’s address and birthday. If the applicant does
not have any account with a trustworthy bank that coordinates the eKYC process with the
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credit company, the identity of the applicant cannot be verified.
The Type-M method is an identity verification method using Individual Number Cards. It is
used mainly by e-Tax, some securities companies and payment settlement applications. With
a Individual Number Card, the identity of the holder is verified based on possession of the
card and their knowledge of the password required to read the IC chip on the Individual
Number Card. For example, when an applicant opens an account with a securities company,
their Individual Number Card is set in an IC card reader and encrypted information about
their application for opening an account is sent to the securities company, along with the
information before the encryption, a public key and an electronic certificate for the applicant’s
signature. The securities company uses the received public key to decrypt the encrypted
information and compares it with the information before the encryption to detect any
falsification and make an inquiry about the validity of the electronic signature certificate to the
signature certification authority to verify the identity of the applicant. As described above, it
is difficult to forge a Individual Number Card with an IC chip. This eKYC method can also
verify a valid Individual Number Card using an electronic signature certificate. Therefore, of
all the eKYC methods listed in Table10, it is the most reliable identity verification method.

3.2.2. Performance of Type-E judgment method based on
eKYC
Identity verification using eKYC also consists of the two processes of identity proofing and
authentication. For example, “Photo of ID card” listed in the “E” row and the “Identity
verification method” represents identity verification. Its result is combined with “Photo of face”
to perform authentication.
If a forged ID card is misused and identity verification is attempted based on eKYC, how
is authenticity judged? When you use the method that judges authenticity by photographing
an ID card, you are probably operating on the assumption that attack methods will use a
photocopied ID card. In addition to the clearness of the photo and text on the ID card, whether
the ID card has any thickness is also used as another method for judging the authenticity of
the ID card. In Japan, it is almost impossible to obtain reliable image data of other people’s
public ID cards such as driver’s licenses. According to the National Police Agency of Japan,
known cases of document forgery have been on the decline in recent years. This suggests
that it is difficult to forge ID cards in Japan [41]. Even if a lost ID card is misused, its
exploitation and forgery may still be detectable when the card is checked against an expiry
list supplied by a credit record institution, etc. For this reason, it can be imagined that lost or
stolen ID cards are not used for forgery in many cases. It is surmised that the reliability of
judgment of ID cards has been ensured in the past, because it is difficult to forge reliable
public ID cards and even the simple method for detecting forgery by photographing ID cards
can reduce successful identity verification using a forged ID card to a certain level.
However, the incident of the Omiai data breach suggests that if massive high-resolution
image data of reliable public ID cards leaks out, criminal syndicates may use such image
data to forge ID cards with high precision, and more forged cards may circulate. If this
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happens, the Type-E judgment method in Table10 can no longer detect forged ID cards. In
the near future, online services using the Type-E judgment method based on eKYC may be
tricked into approving account opening applications using forged ID cards. As a result, it is
predicted that new spoofed accounts will increase. Especially, if the method is used by online
banks and securities companies to open accounts, cases of its exploitation in crimes such
as scams and money laundering may increase. Applicable financial institutions should
consider monitoring fraudulent deposits and withdrawals and reviewing their identity
verification methods. For other online services, changing to a more reliable method can also
reduce the risk of receiving malicious spoofing attacks.

3.2.3. Performance of Type-F and Type-G2 judgment
methods based on eKYC
The Type-F and Type-G2 judgment methods based on eKYC read the IC chips on ID cards.
For example, since it is very difficult to forge IC card licenses, attempts for identity proofing
using a forged IC card license fail. Therefore, these two judgment methods will not be
affected by attacks as made in the incident of the Omiai data breach. Both methods
guarantee the reliability of identity verification. The IC chip on an IC card license also records
the data displayed on the front side of the license, such as the birthday and face photo, as
well as the information that is not displayed on the front side, such as the legal domicile and
nationality. The Type-F judgment method based on eKYC, which combines reading of the IC
chip with the face photo on the card, compares the face photo data in the IC chip with the
photographed face image of the applicant. Therefore, if the photo on the front side of the IC
card license is replaced with a different one, that can be detected in the authentication
process. The Type-F and Type-G2 judgment methods using IC card licenses can prevent
fraudulent use of forged licenses with a fake front side and also prevent attackers from
opening new spoofed accounts.

Figure 9: Type-F and Type-G2 Judgment Methods based on eKYC
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3.2.4. Performance of Type-G1 and Type-M judgment
methods based on eKYC
If identity verification is performed by using an ID card that has been forged based on the
leaked image data of another ID card, can that be detected by eKYC methods other than the
three explained above? Results of our original evaluation are summarized in “Resistance to
forged ID card” on in 3.2.1.
The Type-G1 method combines a photo of the ID card and a query to a bank, credit card
company or other organization. As this method cannot detect a forged front side in a photo
of an ID card easily, it is less resistant to forged ID cards than the methods that read the IC
chip. There are two ways to make a query about customer information to a bank or credit
card company. The first way is to use the identity information kept by a bank or credit card
company. For example, you can connect to online banking in the middle of identity verification
based on eKYC and compare the information entered in advance with the information
registered to the online banking service, such as the name, address and birthday to perform
identity proofing [43]. The second way is to use the data recorded in the passbook. A service
provider such as a securities company transfers a certain amount of money to an existing
bank account under the name of the applicant, and then the applicant checks the transferred
amount of money and reports it to the service provider to complete authentication. In both
ways, it is difficult to detect spoofing, if a forged ID card is used to prepare a bank account
beforehand.
The public personal authentication method using a Individual Number Card in Type-M uses
an electronic certificate for identity verification. Electronic certificates include “electronic
certificates for signatures” and “electronic certificates for user certification.”
An electronic certificate for a signature can be used to check that the applicant has actually
transmitted the target information on the Internet and also that the information has not been
falsified.
This mechanism is described in Figure 10. For example, when applying to open an account,
etc., the user sets their Individual Number Card in an IC card reader and enters their
password. Then, the private key stored in the IC chip on the Individual Number Card is used
to encrypt the application information in the IC chip (Figure 10-(1)). The encrypted application
information (cryptogram) is sent to the service provider, along with the application information
before the encryption, a public key and an electronic certificate for the applicant’s signature
(Figure 10-(2)). The service provider can detect any falsification by decrypting the encrypted
application information (cryptogram) with the received public key and comparing it with the
application information before the encryption (Figure 10-(3) (4)). The service provider also
makes an inquiry about the validity of the electronic signature certificate to the Japan Agency
for Local Authority Information Systems (hereinafter “J-LIS”), which is a signature certification
authority. J-LIS checks it against expiry information and returns its result (Figure 10-(5)). If
the electronic signature certificate is valid, the identity verification is successful (Figure 10(5)).
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Figure 10: Mechanism of Public Authentication Service Using Electronic
Signature Certificate [44]
Electronic certificate for user certification can be used to certify the user’s identity. For
example, if the user needs to verify their identity when opening an account, the user enters
their password and uses the private key in the IC chip on their Individual Number Card to
encrypt the random number sent by the service provider in the IC chip, in the same manner
as for the electronic signature certificate (Figure 11-(2)). The user returns the encrypted
random number, the random number before the encryption, an electronic certificate for user
certification and a public key (Figure 11-(3)). The service provider can detect any falsification
by decrypting the encrypted random number (cryptogram) with the public key and comparing
it with the random number before the encryption (Figure 11-(4) (5)). In the same manner as
for the electronic signature certificate, the validity of the electronic certificate for user
certification is checked and its result is received (Figure 11-(6)). If the electronic certificate
for user certification is valid, the identity verification is successful (6)).
The eKYC method using a Individual Number Card in Type-M uses either an electronic
certificate for a signature or an electronic certificate for user certification to perform identity
proofing.
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Figure 11: Mechanism of Public Authentication Service Using Electronic
Certificate for User Certification [44]

3.2.5. Impact on Conventional Identity Verification
There is some concern that the leakage of image data on driver’s licenses in the incident
of the Omiai data breach may affect not only identity verification using eKYC, but also
conventional identity verification.
When image data of a driver’s license leaks out, personal information such as the holder’s
name, address, birthday and face photo can be obtained from the image data. As long as
such information is available, some financial services allow you to complete the identity
verification required to open an account. Leakage of such information may cause larger
damage than leakage of IDs and passwords in the future. Because of this incident, the risk
of attacks may also increase in conventional identity verification that uses only a copy of a
driver’s license to examine the application. The incident may also affect certified mail with
delivery restricted to the addressee, which uses an ID card to verify the identity of the
addressee. A skilled crime syndicate may be able to forge a driver’s license by replacing the
face photo and address on it with fake data, present the driver’s license with the forged front
at the post office, pretending to be the addressee, and receive the mail successfully. When
attackers try to pretend to be someone else, they exploit the most vulnerable identity
verification method. Companies also need to review their conventional identity verification
methods.

3.3. Conclusion
“Secondary damage of data breach incidents to beware of” in the Outlook section of the
Quarterly Report in the 4th quarter of 2020 stated that companies must calculate the risk of
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spoofing in their own services and implement countermeasures to prevent, reduce or accept
such a risk.
As indicated in crime statistics released by the National Police Agency, it is difficult to forge
ID cards, and until recently, there has been very little concern about spoofing using an ID
card with a forged front during identity verification by photographing the ID card. However,
crime syndicates may be able to use the image data of ID cards leaked in the incident of the
Omiai data breach to forge ID cards with high precision. Companies should monitor their own
services for spoofing and review their identity verification methods, if spoofing occurs
frequently.
It is believed that in the future, Type-F, Type-G2 and Type-M based on eKYC, which read
IC chips to detect forged ID cards, will become more commonly used, instead of the methods
that photograph ID cards.
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4. Vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities are hiding in something we are all familiar with and which readers of this
document probably use regularly. Do you know what it is? In May 2021, Mr. Mathy Vanhoef
at New York University Abu Dhabi (hereinafter “Mr. Vanhoef”) revealed that IEEE 802.11,
which is one of the most commonly used international standards for wireless LAN, had
multiple vulnerabilities [45] [46]. These vulnerabilities exist in all wireless LAN devices that
belong to IEEE 802.11, and any user of a wireless LAN device may be attacked. This chapter
explains what vulnerabilities Mr. Vanhoef discovered and how they should be dealt with.

4.1. Overview of FragAttacks
The multiple vulnerabilities discovered by Mr. Vanhoef are collectively called “FragAttacks
(fragmentation and aggregation attacks)” [47]. Some of these vulnerabilities have been
undetected and existed for more than 20 years, since the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) released its first wireless LAN standard in 1997 [45].
The technical specifications of most wireless LAN devices are determined in compliance
with IEEE 802.11, and their interoperability with competitor devices is tested by an industrial
association called “Wi-Fi Alliance” [5]. To put it plainly, any wireless LAN device that has
obtained Wi-Fi certification from the Wi-Fi Alliance [48] is subject to FragAttacks. In other
words, all wireless LAN devices that communicate through Wi-FI and all Wi-Fi users are
subject to such attacks [45] [48]. WEP, WPA3 and other protocols that improve the security
of wireless LAN are also subject to FragAttacks, as they comply with IEEE 802.11. For a long
time, vulnerabilities have been hiding in Wi-Fi, which is something we are very familiar with.
To make FragAttacks, however, the attacker needs to be within the same area as the target
wireless communication and the attack method is also very complicated. Since FragAttacks
were revealed, therefore, there have been no reported cases of attacks on such
vulnerabilities. Nonetheless, we cannot deny the possibility of related damage in the future,
if attackers use FragAttacks information to develop tools that attack these vulnerabilities.

4.2. Cause of FragAttacks and Attack
Mechanism
As described in 4.1, FragAttacks are named by combining Frame aggregation and Frame
fragmentation. FragAttacks are vulnerabilities derived from design and implementation
defects in the standard for wireless LAN devices [49]. There are one design vulnerability
related to Frame aggregation, two design vulnerabilities related to Frame fragmentation
[45], and several implementation vulnerabilities linked to the design vulnerabilities.
How can attackers attack these vulnerabilities?
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4.2.1. Aggregation Attack
This section describes Aggregation attacks that exploit a design insufficiency in Frame
aggregation (CVE- 2020-24588) [45] [50]. Frame aggregation is a transmission method
that arranges one or more frames in the 802.2/802.3 format into a single frame in the IEEE
802.11 format and sends it efficiently through Wi-Fi [1]. The frame header for the IEEE802.11
format has the A-MSDU (Aggregate MAC Service Data Unit) flag, which indicates an
integrated frame consisting of one or more A-MSDU frames. For an integrated frame, the AMSDU flag is set to 1. In IEEE 802.11, the A-MSDU flag (“is aggregated” in Figure 12) is not
protected and a third party can rewrite the A-MSDU flag maliciously . This allows the
attacker to set the A-MSDU flag to a single frame in the IEEE 802.11 format, make the single
frame look like an integrated frame consisting of one of more A-MSDU frames, and send it
to the recipient. Then, the attacker changes the value of the frame length, which is contained
in the header of the A-MSDU frames that look like an integrated frame. The attacker can add
frames to match the changed frame length. The attacker can embed an attack in the added
frames.

Figure 12: Frame of Data Sent in IEEE 802.11 [47]
For example, the attacker can use this method to enter an attack packet exploiting ICMPv6
RA (Router Advertisement) into a frame and delivers it to the device that they want to attack.
If the device to be attacked is an IPv4/IPv6 dual stack, the OS setting is changed so that the
malicious DNS server prepared by the attacker is used when the attack packet exploiting
ICMPv6 RA is received. When the user tries to access a website on the Internet, the device
to be attacked requests name resolution to the malicious DNS server, which was prepared
by the attacker. Then, the attacker’s DNS server provides a fake IP address and the user is
directed to a phishing site prepared by the attacker. For example, when the user wants to
shop at Amazon and enter ”www.amazon.com” in their browser, the device requests name
resolution to the malicious DNS server. Then, the attacker’s DNS server returns the IP
address of the phishing site prepared by the attacker to the device, instead of the genuine
Amazon IP address. As the user is directed to the malicious phishing site that was prepared
by the attacker and looks identical to the genuine site, the user enters their ID and password.
As indicated above, the attacker can make a phishing attack easily on the user of the
IPv4/IPv6 dual stack device connected to Wi-Fi.
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4.2.2. Mixed key Attack
This section describes attacks that exploit two vulnerabilities derived from design
insufficiencies in frame fragmentation [1]. Frame fragmentation is a transmission method that
uses IEEE 802.11 to divide a large-sized packet into multiple fragmented packets during the
transmission of data and place them in a frame to send the data [45].
Let’s take a look at the Mixed key attack that exploits the first vulnerability (CVE202024587) to frame fragmentation. With frame fragmentation, the transmission side divides one
packet into multiple fragmented packets, and then encrypts each of the divided, fragmented
packets with the cryptographic key “k,” places them in a frame and sends the data to a
wireless LAN access point (hereinafter “AP”). In IEEE 802.11, even if a frame containing
fragmented packets encrypted with the cryptographic key “k” coexists with a frame containing
fragmented packets encrypted with the cryptographic key “m,” AP can receive both frames
and decrypt each fragmented packet with its corresponding cryptographic key, which causes
a problem [50]. AP connects the decrypted packets to reconstruct each packet and sends
that packet to the destination specified in the header of the packet. If the attacker can relay
Wi-Fi, the attacker uses the above method to place the frame sent by the device to be tapped
together with a different frame and reconstruct a packet that contains information about the
device to be tapped. Then, they receive that packet and steal the information.
The following is a description of the Mixed key attack. First, the attacker makes the device
to be tapped access an Internet website prepared by the attacker. At this time, the attacker
cuts in between the device to be tapped and the wireless LAN access point (hereinafter “AP”)
to relay the communication. In other words, the attacker prepares a condition that allows for
a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack. When the device to be tapped accesses the attacker’s
website, a long domain name, FQDN or URL is specified as the destination so that packet
division occurs (fragmentation). Then, the device to be tapped divides the packet into multiple
fragmented packets, encrypts them with the cryptographic key ”k”, then places them in
multiple frames and sends them.
Next, the attacker receives the above multiple frames. The attacker obtains the fragment
number and sequence number ”s” of the first frame (”Enck{Frag0(s)}” in Figure 13 ) and
transfers them to AP as they are. The second and succeeding frames are not transferred to
AP, but discarded instead. AP saves the first frame in its memory and waits for the arrival of
the second and succeeding frames.
The device to be tapped and AP change the cryptographic key at certain intervals. When
the cryptographic key changes to ”m”, the attacker receives multiple frames containing the
fragmented packets sent by the device to be tapped. Then, the first frame
(”Encm{Frag0(s’)}” in Figure 13) is discarded. The second and succeeding frames
( ”Encm{Frag1(s’)}”, ”Encm{Frag2(s’)}”…in ) change their header sequence number ”s’”
to ”s” to match the first relayed frame ”Enck{Frag0(s)}” . Then, the second and succeeding
malicious frames are transferred to AP.
Finally, AP decrypts the first frame saved in the memory ”Enck{Frag0(s)}” and the second
and succeeding frames in the other communication ”Encm{Frag1(s)},
Encm{Frag2(s)}...Encm{Fragx(s)}” with the cryptographic keys k and m, respectively, to
reconstruct the divided packet. In other words, the attacker places the packet header part
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of the destination of the attacker’s website in the first frame, places the fragmented packets
sent by the device to be tapped into the second and succeeding frames, and then sends
them in order. Then, AP decrypts the encryption and combines the headers and payloads of
the different packets to generate a packet. As the generated packet is sent to the attacker’s
website, the attacker can obtain information about the device to be tapped from the payload
part. Repeating this allows the attacker to steal useful information from the device to be
tapped [45] [47]. The multiple divided frames (fragments) are temporarily stored in AP’s
memory so that they can be processed. This vulnerability occurs because neither the
deletion timing nor control method for such frames is determined.

Figure 13: Flowchart of Mixed Key Attack

[47]

4.2.3. Fragment Cache Attack
Attack that exploits the second vulnerability of frame fragmentation ( CVE2020-24586) is
called “fragment cache attack.” In IEEE 802.11, if the communication is blocked during the
reconstruction of multiple frames containing fragmented packets for some reason, the frames
that are in the middle of the reconstruction remain in AP’s memory. The attacker sends a
malicious frame to AP, reconstructs the contained fragmented packets along with the
remaining frames, and then takes them out. This attack poisons the fragment cache.
The following is a description of the fragment cache attack.
First, the attacker spoofs the MAC address of the device to be tapped and connects to AP,
then prepares a condition that allows for a Man-In-The-Middle attack. The device to be
tapped sends the authentication frame for AP connection whose destination is specified as
the attacker. The attacker extracts only the beginning of the authentication frame, creates an
encrypted frame (”Enck {Frag0(s)}” in Figure14), and sends it to AP. Then, AP decrypts this
frame and saves the extracted fragmented packet ”Frag0(s)” to the memory. The attacker
sends a disconnection notification to AP and disconnects Wi-Fi.
Next, the attacker connects to AP again and prepares a condition that allows for a Man-InThe-Middle attack just like the first time. Since IEEE 802.11 has no specification that
stipulates the deletion of any fragmented packet that is saved when the client is disconnected
or reconnected, the fragmented packet ”Frag0(s)” remains in AP’s memory. The fragmented
packet ”Frag0(s)” becomes the first fragmented packet. When the device to be tapped sends
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multiple divided frames, the attacker receives them and discards the first frame (”Encl
(Frag0(s’))” in Figure14). The second and succeeding frames ( ”Encm (Frag1(s’))”, ”Encm
(Frag2(s’))”… in ) change their header sequence number ”s’” to ”s” to match ”Frag0(s)”,
which remains in AP’s memory. Then, the second and succeeding malicious frames are
transferred to AP.
Finally, like the step in 4.2.2 Mixed key Attack, AP decrypts ”Frag0(s)”, the first fragmented
packet stored in the memory, and ”Encm{Frag1(s)}, Encm{Frag2(s)}...Encm{Fragx(s)}”, the
second and succeeding frames received afterwards, with the cryptographic key m and
connects the extracted, fragmented packets to reconstruct a packet. As the destination of the
first packet is specified as the attacker, AP sends the reconstructed packet to the attacker.
When the attacker receives this packet, the attacker can obtain information about the device
to be tapped from its payload part. Like the step in 4.2.2 Mixed key Attack, the attacker
repeats this and steals useful information from the device to be tapped.
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Figure14: Flowchart of Fragment Cache Attack

[45]

According to information released by the Wi-Fi Alliance, IEEE802.11 has a total of 12
design and implementation vulnerabilities [51]. In addition to the three design vulnerabilities,
which are described above, IEEE802.11 has nine implementation vulnerabilities. The
following table lists the 12 vulnerabilities according to the base value of CVSS v3, provided
by the National Vulnerability Database(NVD), in the order from the highest to the lowest
value . The base value is obtained by calculating the severity of each vulnerability according
to the basic characteristics of the vulnerability.
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Table11: List of Vulnerability FragAttacks [53]
CVE number
CVE-202026139
CVE-202026142
CVE-202026140
CVE-202026141
CVE-202026143
CVE-202026144

CVSS
v3
Base
value
7.8
7.5
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

CVE-202026145

6.5

CVE-202026147
CVE-202026146

5.4

CVE-202024586

3.5

CVE-202024587

3.5

CVE-202024588

2.6

5.3

Description of vulnerability

Problem type

Even if the sender is not authenticated,
EAPOL is exploited to transfer frames.
Fragmented frames are processed as full
frames.
Plaintext data frames are accepted in
protected networks.
TKIP MIC of fragmented frames is not
verified.
Fragmented plaintext data frames are
accepted in protected networks.
Plaintext A-MSDU frames that have the
RFC1042 header in which EAPOL is
specified as EtherType are accepted in
encrypted networks.
Plaintext broadcast fragments are
accepted as full frames in encrypted
networks.
Encrypted fragments and plaintext
fragments are mixed and reassembled.
Encrypted fragments that have
discontinuous packet numbers are
reassembled.
As the fragment cache is not cleared from
the memory during network reconnection,
the attacker steals packet content under
certain conditions.
As fragments encrypted with different keys
are reassembled, the attacker can steal
packet content under certain conditions.
As the frame aggregation flag in the
header is not protected, the attacker can
rewrite the header information and insert a
malicious packet.

Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
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Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Implementation
insufficiency
Design
insufficiency

Design
insufficiency
Design
insufficiency

Vulnerabilities

4.3. Conclusion
Until now, there have been no reported attacks on FragAttacks vulnerabilities. This is
because it is difficult to meet the preconditions required to execute FragAttacks and it is also
costly to do so. The attacker needs to get close to a distance in which they can receive the
radio waves used by the device to be attacked and its Wi-Fi AP, and also needs to install the
equipment for their attack. If there is any restriction on physical entry into the premises or
building, the attacker cannot get close to a distance in which they can receive the radio waves
from the attack target. Also, when the distance from the attack target is 300m, the Wi-Fi frame
arrival time is delayed by 1μs. Since a Man-In-The-Middle attack requires the time for
producing a malicious frame, which further delays the time from the reception to transmission
of frames, the Man-In-The-Middle attack tends to fail easily. A successful attack probably
needs high-performance attacking equipment. To attack a number of targets, the cost for
moving to attackable locations is also high.
Considering the above, it is unlikely to see FragAttacks cause massive damages all over
the world. As, however, many vulnerable wireless LAN devices exist in the world, they should
not be left unprotected. It is necessary to raise the awareness of this issue among as many
wireless LAN administrators and Wi-Fi users as possible. Industrial associations for Internet
security such as ICASI and the Wi-Fi Alliance introduce the advisories issued by vendor
companies, publish articles that describe the necessity of countermeasures and release
various information on FragAttacks [51] [54]. However, it will be impossible for them to
direct all users to apply patches to all wireless LAN devices in the world. It is likely that many
users in the world don’t know how to apply patches. Furthermore, many wireless LAN devices
have likely been running without their administrators. It is believed that this problem cannot
be solved completely in the near future, unless there is a mechanism that applies patches to
all wireless LAN devices automatically. It will take a very long time to solve it.
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5. Malware/Ransomware
5.1. Summary of 1st Quarter of 2021
Reports on damage cases caused by malware and ransomware continue from 2020. There
has been an increase in attacks on infrastructure companies, which significantly affect
people’s lives when attacked. On May 7, Colonial Pipeline (hereinafter “Colonial”), the largest
petroleum pipeline company in the US, received a ransomware attack and stopped all of its
pipeline operations [55]. On May 31, JBS, the largest meat company in Brazil, revealed that
it had also received a ransomware attack [56]. This forced JBS to stop the systems of its
meat-processing plants in North America and Australia.
This chapter examines the Colonial incident and describes the developments of the
incident and Colonial’s responses to it. The chapter also mentions the actions that the US
and Japanese governments are taking against ransomware attacks.

5.2. Ransomware attack on Colonial
5.2.1. Overview
On May 7, 2021, Colonial, a US petroleum pipeline company, received a ransomware
attack and stopped all of its pipeline operations [55]. Colonial is the largest infrastructure
company in the US, and holds nearly half the market share of fuel consumption on the East
Coast. This case was caused by “Darkside,” an attacker group that makes double-extortion
ransomware attacks [57]. Darkside demanded that Colonial pay the cryptocurrency
equivalent of 4.4 million dollars as a ransom for the decryption of the encrypted data.
Darkside also threatened to disclose the stolen data unless the company paid the ransom.
It was originally reported that Colonial had no intention to pay the ransom. Later, however,
Colonial CEO Joseph Blount revealed that the company had paid the ransom, just as
Darkside had demanded [58]. CEO Blount said that although he had known that paying the
ransom would be a controversial act, he had made the tough decision, taking into the account
the risk that the shutdown of the pipelines would significantly affect people’s lives and
economic activities [58] [59]. Actually, after the shutdown of the pipelines, the price of
petroleum surged in the US and people panicked buying it, causing chaos. After paying the
ransom, Colonial used the decryption tool provided by Darkside and its own backup system
to recover the data, and resumed normal operation of the pipelines on May 15.
In the Colonial incident, the system was restored when the victim paid the ransom to the
attacker group. However, the incident responses in this case did not end there. On June 7,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) recovered 63.7 bitcoins, equivalent to about 2.3
million dollars, from Darkside, out of a total ransom amount of4.4 million dollars. It was a rare
case in which a portion of paid ransom money was successfully recovered as a result of an
incident response to a ransomware attack. The timeline of the Colonial incident is as shown
below.
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Table 12: Timeline of Ransomware Attack on Colonial
Date
5/6
5/7

5/10
5/15
6/7

Status
The attacker group “Darkside” stole nearly 100GB of data from Colonial’s
network within 2 hours [55] [61].
Colonial noticed that it had received a ransomware attack and stopped
operating all of its pipelines. The company contacted the US government and
FBI. It paid Darkside a ransom of about 4.4 million dollars.
FBI revealed that Darkside ransomware had been used for the attack.
Colonial resumed its normal pipeline operation.
The US Department of Justice announced that the FBI had recovered bitcoins
equivalent to about 2.30 million dollars out of the ransom paid by Colonial.

5.2.2. Recovery of Ransom by FBI
How did FBI succeed in seizing some of the bitcoins paid for the ransom? Criminals
immediately launder the cryptocurrency gained as a ransom from the cryptocurrency account
into which the ransom is paid. Money laundering is an act of evading the discovery of a crime
or an arrest by an investigation agency such as the police by moving the money that is
illegally gained in a crime or illicit transaction, from one bank account to another that is either
fictitious or under the name of someone else repeatedly, so as to hide its original source
[62]. Ransomware attacker groups launder money by dividing ransom money into small
portions and transferring them to multiple cryptocurrency accounts or converting the original
cryptocurrency into another cryptocurrency.
The following three actions are required to recover laundered ransom money. In the
Colonial incident, some of the ransom money was recovered successfully because the FBI
was able to implement (1) to (3) below.
Tracking the cryptocurrency and identifying the target account
The FBI used Blockchain Explorer, which allows the user to search Blockchain to
ascertain the monetary amount of a certain transaction and its destination, to monitor
Darkside’s money laundering [63] [64]. As a result, the FBI discovered that 63.7 bitcoins
were deposited in one bitcoin account.
Obtaining the private key for the bitcoin account
The FBI succeeded in obtaining the private key required to unlock the bitcoin account
in which the ransom money was deposited. However, the FBI did not reveal how it was
obtained. There are several speculations. Some people think that the FBI sent a spy to
Darkside and obtained the private key, while others suspect that Darkside had a betrayer
who leaked the key to FBI. However, it is most likely that the security of the storage
server in which the attacker group managed the private key was slapdash [65].
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Seizing the cryptocurrency in the account
The FBI requested that the Federal District Court for the Northern District of California
issue a warrant for the seizure of the ransom. In response, the court issued the warrant
immediately. Then, the Special Prosecutions Section and Asset Forfeiture Unit of the US
Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of California seized the bitcoins deposited in a
certain bitcoin account [66] [67].
It is believed that the above course of action was possible only because both the victim
(Colonial) and the law enforcers such as the US government and FBI all collaborated together
quickly. Tracking cryptocurrency is not an unusual investigation method. As, however,
Colonial cooperated with the US government and law enforcers immediately after being
attacked, the FBI managed to track the flow of the cryptocurrency thoroughly, starting from
the point when the ransom was paid. It is believed that because the FBI regularly collects
information about attacker groups and tracks the flows of cryptocurrencies, the FBI was able
to make full use of the investigation techniques that it had developed over years, in the
Colonial incident. As the FBI also managed to collaborate with the Californian court to issue
a seizure warrant quickly, the US Attorney’s Office was able to seize the funds smoothly. One
of the reasons why Colonial was able to cooperate with the law enforcers to respond to the
ransomware attack, as described above, was that the US government was increasing efforts
against ransomware attacks such as advisories issued by the OFAC and the establishment
of a ransomware attack countermeasure body.

5.2.3. Responses to Ransomware Attacks in the US
In the US, there is an increasing sense of impeding crisis regarding ransomware attacks,
and the whole country is strengthening its responses to such attacks. As their concrete
actions, this section describes the issuing of an advisory concerning the payment of ransoms
and the establishment of a ransomware attack countermeasure body.
In October 2020, the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) announced an advisory
concerning the payment of ransoms. This topic was introduced in the Quarterly Report for
the 3rd quarter of 2020 [57]. The advisory states that an organization that paid a ransom to
an attacker group must report the received attack to law enforcement immediately and
cooperate with them, as the organization may be subject to a fine or punishment.
In January 2021, the Ransomware Task Force (RTF) was established as a ransomware
attack countermeasure body in the US [68]. Ransomware attacks are increasing daily, and
their scale is also expanding. Currently, however, there are not many organizations that take
sufficient countermeasures. As a result, damage caused by ransomware attacks is increasing
and also becoming more serious. To tackle this issue, the RTF was formed for the purpose
of standardizing a framework of responding to ransomware attacks and fighting against such
attacks in a cross-departmental manner. The RTF consists of more than 60 members,
including large IT companies such as Amazon, Cisco and Microsoft, governmental bodies,
law firms and academic organizations. The RTF has released the RTF Report, which
summarizes the actions that governments and companies should take against ransomware
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attacks [69]. The RTF Report sets the following four goals (quoted from [69]).

Table 13: Goals Set in RTF Report
Goal
1. deter
ransomware attacks
through a nationally
and internationally
coordinated,
comprehensive
strategy
2. disrupt activities
by attacker groups

3. help
organizations
prepare for
ransomware attacks
4. respond to
incidents of
ransomware attacks
more effectively

Description
In order to deter ransomware attacks, each country must use its
national power to commit itself to these actions and also cooperate
with other countries internationally. Each country will be called on
to increase the priority of its investigations on attacks and pressure
the countries that hide attacker groups. Each country should also
cooperate internationally to strive to take down ransomware.
To reduce damage caused by ransomware attacks, it is also
necessary to destroy business models established by attacker
groups. This will reduce profits made by attacks and increase
attackers’ risks. Criminal prosecution and other methods will also
be used to hunt down members of attacker groups.
Many organizations don’t take sufficient countermeasures against
ransomware attacks. Each organization will be supported so as to
raise its awareness and implement countermeasures according to
its own situation in order to obtain appropriate information.
In quite a few cases, the victim pays a ransom in a hurry, fearing
that the stolen data may not be recovered permanently or the
organization may lose its public trust. It is important to create an
environment where victims are aware that they should report the
incident to their government and victims are also provided with
appropriate support.

The RTF Report provides 48 recommendations to achieve the goals listed in Table 13 and
many of them describe concrete methods for responding to attacks in a cross-departmental
manner across the boundary between the government and private sector. As one of the
recommendations to achieve goal 2, for example, the Report states that “Require
cryptocurrency exchanges, crypto kiosks, and over-the-counter (OTC) trading desks to
comply with existing laws.” Like in the case of Colonial, the attacker demands that the victim
pay a ransom for the ransomware attack in a cryptocurrency. After the attacker group
launders the cryptocurrency received as the ransom money, the cryptocurrency is converted
into cash via a cryptocurrency exchange, etc. Therefore, the RTF Report requires that
cryptocurrency exchanges and similar entities comply with laws concerning KYC (Know Your
Customer), AML (Anti-Money Laundering) and CFT (Combatting Financing of Terrorism). If
cryptocurrency exchanges implement these recommendations more, attacker groups cannot
cash ransoms, because they cannot open accounts or launder the money at cryptocurrency
exchanges.
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5.3. Responses to Ransomware Attacks in
Japan
5.2. described efforts against ransomware attacks in the US. 5.3 introduces the methods
that the Japanese government and law enforcement are currently using to respond to
ransomware attacks.
When a Japanese organization receives a ransomware attack and reports the incident, the
cybercrime investigation unit or another section of each prefectural police department that
handles cybercrimes plays the main role in investigating the incident. As, however, some
local governments have very few staff members who are familiar with cybercrimes, the level
of investigation varies depending on each prefectural police department and it is currently
difficult to collaborate with companies, law enforcement or overseas investigation bodies.
The cybercrime department of each prefectural police department has a limited ability to
respond to the latest cybercrimes.
As the first step in solving this problem, the National Police Agency announced that a
“Cyber Bureau” would be established in 2022 [70] [71]. The Cyber Bureau will centrally
manage cyber-related cases, which are currently handled across the Community Safety
Bureau, Security Bureau and other departments of the National Police Agency. In addition, a
new specialist investigation force under direct management by the national government
(Cyber Direct Control Force [provisional name]) will also be established, and about 200
investigators with special knowledge will be gathered from all over Japan to investigate
serious cyberattacks. As the National Police Agency directly investigates cyber-related cases
as a direct control force of the national government, the collection and analysis of information
about cyber-related cases will improve, and investigation skills are expected to improve. This
is also expected to facilitate both collaboration with the private sector and collaboration with
other countries.
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Figure 15: Conceptual Image of Proposed Reorganization of National
Police Agency [72]
(Source data modified by the author)
However, it is not only the police investigation structure that must be strengthened. Japan
needs to increase its nationwide responses to ransomware attacks. The first step will be to
provide enough information to enable helping attacked organizations make appropriate
decisions on the payment of ransoms and system recovery in the case they receive
ransomware attacks and resultant damages. Unlike the US, it may be difficult to establish a
structure that can recover ransom money. However, Japan should promote more
countermeasures against ransomware to organizations that may receive the next
ransomware attacks. To achieve this, Japan should establish a structure where both the
government and the private sector can collaborate to deploy initiatives for promoting
ransomware countermeasures from many different angles. In the same manner as the US
promoted and deployed OFAC advisories and RTF recommendations, the Japanese
government also needs to establish a cross-departmental organization consisting of each
industry, law enforcement, judicial organs and administrative bodies, and give concrete
directions in national initiatives for ransomware countermeasures.

5.4. Conclusion
This chapter examined the Colonial incident and described that it was an unusual case in
which a portion of the paid ransom money was recovered successfully. Then, the chapter
introduced the nationwide, cross-departmental commitment against ransomware attacks in
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the US and made a comparison in efforts against ransomware attacks between the US and
Japan.
The recovery of the ransom money in the Colonial incident was entirely a very special
solution that took place after the payment of the ransom. The first ransomware
countermeasure that you should take is to prevent ransomware attacks. Then, you should
minimize the received damage, even if you are attacked. Organizations that don’t have
sufficient countermeasures should implement these two countermeasures first. Many
organizations don’t have sophisticated ransomware countermeasures. Particularly in Japan,
the government needs to take the main role in increasing its responses to ransomware
attacks. The government should be committed to the development of a structure that allows
attacked organizations to collaborate with public institutions quickly and make crossdepartmental responses. The first step the government should take is probably to develop
an organization or mechanism on which attacked organizations can depend, before anything
else. Japan needs a public-private support organization that provides enough information to
attacked organizations to enable them to make appropriate decisions on system recovery
and the payment of ransoms and also directs concrete actions that the attacked
organizations should take in order to minimize the received damage.
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6. Outlook
Criticizing countries associated with attacker groups by
name
There is a growing trend among countries affected by cyberattacks to name and criticize
the countries involved in the attacker groups and their crimes. In April 2021, the National
Police Agency suspected that the People's Liberation Army of China had directed
cyberattacks on Japanese research institutions and companies, including the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), which occurred from 2016 to 2017 [73]. Not only
Japan, but also many other countries in the world criticize other countries by name, including
US President Biden demanding that Russian President Putin deter cyberattacks [74] [75].
Chapter 5 mentioned that the RTF, a ransomware attack countermeasure body,
recommended that countries pressure other countries that were hiding attacker groups. In
relation to this, the governments of countries that receive cyberattacks also need to show
their stance to fight against cyberattacks. When an organization in your country receives a
cyberattack, it not only damages that organization, but may also significantly affect the living
and economic foundations of citizens, and further damage the entire nation. For this reason,
attacked countries must demand that the other countries associated with attacker groups
respond politically. It is believed that more countries will criticize such countries by name in
the future.
It is also believed that such a trend will encourage state-sponsored attacker groups to
further hide their identity information in order to prevent both themselves and the involved
countries from being exposed. More specifically, it is speculated that they will try to prevent
any trace of their attack from being analyzed, prevent their identity from being verified based
on the remaining traces, pretend that another attacker group had made the attack, and so
forth.

Cyberattacks if COVID-19 worsens again
As more people are getting vaccinated against COVID and the number of related deaths
is also declining, the COVID pandemic may come to an end. On the other hand, the
effectiveness of vaccination may deteriorate over time and the virus becomes more infectious
in winter. As a result, COVID may worsen again, and vaccine booster shots may be required.
As people’s interest in the ongoing vaccination grew, many countries experienced phishing
attacks exploiting information about the vaccines, including the theft of personal information
and credit card information by spoofing vaccination booking sites [76] [77] [78]. If
vaccine booster shots are required again, similar attacks will recur.
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Cyberattacks after the pandemic
As more people are getting vaccinated against COVID and the number of related deaths
is also declining, economic and leisure activities have started recovering in the world. If this
trend continues, the targets of cyberattacks may shift from COVID-related events to wealthy
industries in the post-COVID world. The following cyberattacks are expected to occur.
The first type of attack will target the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. The
pharmaceutical companies that have developed COVID vaccines are achieving higher
performance due to increased sales. Since supplies of vaccines are stabilizing and the
danger of COVID is becoming more controllable, it is predicted that attackers are likely to
target pharmaceutical companies.
The second type of attacks are leisure-related phishing attacks. Those who have given up
on fun events and travels due to COVID are desperate for leisure. Once people are released
from pandemic restrictions in the post-COVID world, many will search for a wide range of
leisure information on the Internet and make reservations to relieve their accumulated stress.
Attackers will have an eye on that. There will be an increase in phishing emails and phishing
sites related to leisure to trick leisure-hungry users.
The third type of attacks will target new businesses and investments that will become
popular in response to economic recovery after the pandemic. Many investments are
expected to be made in new businesses and companies recovering their business
performance. Attackers will actively attack not only large companies, but also small-tomedium companies such as startups.
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